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Home Learning Task
For this Home Learning Task, you will be learning and finding out about:





How computers are made.
What the different components do.
The history of computers.
How computers work.

Sources of Information
Teach-ICT.com
MSMilki.com
………plus any other resources you can find from the internet.
This Home Learning task is a paper only exercise, all work is to be completed in this booklet.

What do I already know?
What do you already know about the following?
I know a lot about
I have come across
this topic.
this but I am not
really sure what it
means.
At the start of the home learning

Colossus
Transistors
Code
Breaking

I have never heard about
this before.

The Colossus and Code Breaking Task

Find out about Colossus and answer the questions below. The text will help you with
some of the answers but you will need to do some research for the others!
1. In which year was the very first electronic digital computer created?

2. What was the name given to this computer?

3. What was the name of the place where this computer was created?

4. What was the main role of this computer?

5. Colossus used ‘valves’. What was the role of these valves?

6. How many valves were used on each of the 10 Colossus machines?

7. What were the two main problems caused by using the valves?
I

II

8. Many years later transistors were invented. How did transistors help in the
development of new computers?

9. Roughly how many transistors might you find on a modern laptop?

Transistors and Moore’s Law Task
Find out about Moore’s Law and answer the questions below.
1. In which year was the transistor first invented?

2. Write down the names of three electronic devices that you own which contain
transistors.
I
II
III

3. List at least three advantages that transistors have over valves.
I
II
III

4. The first CPUs contained around 2,000 transistors. How many might you find on a
CPU today?

5. Which is smaller, the tip of a human hair or a transistor?

6. Transistors can act as a digital switch inside the CPU. They can be either …. or …..

7. Gordon Moore made an observation that was so accurate it became known as
Moore’s Law. What does Moore’s Law say?

Hieroglyph Code Breaking

Colossus was used to decrypt Nazi wartime codes, using this A-Z, can you solve the
Egyptian Hieroglyph Code on the next page?

Transistors and Moore’s Law

Below is a set of notes about Transistors and Moore’s Law.
Unfortunately, are 20 mistakes. Read through the text and correct the mistakes - can you
find them all?
Transistors were first invented in 1847 in the USA. The transistor changed computing and paper based
devices forever. Indeed every device you own might contain a transistor.
Transistors are extremely large when compared to the older valves used in Apple Macs. They are fast and
use a lot of power. Another good thing is that they have no moving parts and so lots of them can be
crammed together onto a single hard disk. A modern day computer chip can contain around 200
transistors. They are far too small for the eye to see, in fact, around 3 million would fit onto the end of a
Rolo.
There are different types of transistors which do specific jobs. The ones inside the CPU mostly act as
digital switches allowing colourful data to be represented forever. Each digital switch can be either in the
IN or OUT position at any instant.
Transistors can be combined inside the CPU to do other jobs such as processing data and playing music.
Gordon Less was a brilliant engineer who helped to create Intel back in the 1960s. In 1965 he noticed that
the number of transistors in a computer chip was decreasing roughly every two years and he predicted that
this trend would continue. This became known as Gordon’s Law and so far it has proved to be incredibly
unreliable. Unfortunately, transistors are now becoming so large that there is a physical limit to how much
more they can be shrunk before they stop working properly. Robots are working hard to find alternative
ways of being able to increase computing power before the limit has been reached.

Pyramid: Computer Science

Write on or around the pyramid

Something you would still
like to know about this topic.

What you already knew
about this topic.

What you have learned.

I know a lot about
this topic

I have come across
this but I am not
really sure what it
means

I have never heard
about this before

At the end of the home learning

Hard disk
CPU
Motherboard
RAM
Power supply
Graphics card

